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 .."). It took them until 2009 to come up with the new puzzles: Puzzle Builder and Exploration Grid. In 2010, the company offered the $400 Bookworm Galaxy, a notebook with a built-in 3D printer. Users can create their own puzzles and prototypes using the printer. Games Bookworm Adventures and Bookworm Galaxy are text-adventure games with puzzles, in which the player solves word puzzles
and tries to complete each puzzle in order to achieve a goal, such as rescue a princess or gain access to a treasure chest. The puzzles are designed as mental exercises, with most being in the category of anagrams and anagramming (e.g., for "What does a spider wander into a web?" one might reply "the sun"). The puzzles are presented as books, with the text, in a single line, on each page. Bookworm
Adventures received a Parent's Choice Award for 2006. Bookworm Galaxy received a Certificate of Excellence for the 2008 Independent Games Festival. All three games were originally developed by the company Mindscape, which was acquired by Microsoft in 1996. That company was sold in 2001 to the now-defunct Knowledge Adventure, which sold it to Infogrames in 2004. The games were
then acquired by Seattle-based indie game developer Inkle in 2009. References External links Bookworm.com Category:2003 video games Category:2010 video games Category:Activision Blizzard franchises Category:Adventure games Category:Infogrames franchises Category:Video game franchises introduced in 2003 Category:Video games developed in the United States Category:Video games

featuring anthropomorphic characters Category:Video games with textual dialogue Category:Windows games Category:Windows-only gamesQ: How to sort in a list? My code sort the list of nodes with the "weight" of their parent which is the previous node. But I want to sort the list of nodes with its weight in descending order. //Read the trees files while ((line = br.readLine())!= null) { if
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